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Abstract

X-rays are an extremely versatile probe for materials characterization: while conven-

tional medical x-ray imaging is used to visualize structures with macroscopic dimen-

sions, x-ray diffraction and spectroscopy provide information on phenomena at atomic

length scales. A fairly recently introduced intermediate-scale method is x-ray micro-

tomography, which is used to image the internal structure of millimeter-sized samples

at a resolution of approximately one micrometer. Especially in the case of hierarchi-

cal materials, a thorough description of the bulk properties depends on understanding

the interplay of differently scaled effects. Multimodal studies characterizing material

structures at different length scales are often crucial in achieving this goal.

In this thesis, x-ray diffraction, wide-angle x-ray scattering and microtomography

were used to analyze the correlations between nanoscale and microscale structure,

and microstructural features affecting macroscopic properties in representative model

systems. A novel experimental setup was constructed that adds the capability for in

situ x-ray scattering experiments to a state-of-the-art x-ray microtomography scanner.

Using the microtomography reconstruction to target the x-ray beam in the scattering

experiment enables mapping selected crystallographic properties with 200 micrometer

resolution.

One of the first sets of samples analyzed with the new setup were a series of

submillimeter-sized micrometeorites, whose volume and porosity are indicative of their

atmospheric entry velocity. Using the combined setup, the microtomography results

could be complemented by information on the micrometeorites’ mineralogical compo-

sition and degree of crystallite orientation obtained with x-ray diffraction.

Consisting of stacked platelets with a high aspect ratio, clays and clay-based materi-

als are prime examples of anisotropic materials, where the alignment of nanometer-thick

particles produces discernible features also in the micrometer length scale. This was

studied by combining microtomography with wide-angle scattering and transmission

electron microscopy observations of clay-polystyrene nanocomposites with and with-

out alignment of the clay particles by an external electric field. Compared with pure

polystyrene, addition of small amounts of surface modified hectorite clay was found to
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improve the thermal resilience without seriously degrading the mechanical properties.

Another clay material where the nanoscale orientation produces effect in a longer

length scale is bentonite. Due to its exceptional swelling and water retention proper-

ties, compacted bentonite is used in many waste management applications, including

its planned use as a buffer material in repositories for spent nuclear fuel. In this work,

combining small-angle x-ray diffraction and microtomography with controlled humi-

dity conditions allowed near simultaneous measurement of both the local clay platelet

orientation and platelet spacing, as well as the orientation of microcracks developed

in the drying sample. The anisotropic effects were found to be significantly weaker in

natural bentonite compared with a purified montmorillonite sample.

Even with samples unsuitable for the associated scattering experiments, the three-

dimensional information provided by microtomography can produce new insights into

the microscopic features that influence the bulk properties of a material or biological

system. In this work, a new three dimensional image analysis method was developed

for quantifying the orientation distribution of steel fibers from tomography data of

steel fiber reinforced concrete. As the orientation distribution plays a fundamental

role in determining the bulk mechanical properties of the concrete, controlling the

orientation is an open research question with significant economic importance. The

results of the experiment showed a significant alignment of the fibers with the edge

of the formwork and illustrated the utility of x-ray tomography for measuring the

orientation distribution.

Water transport in trees is a second example where a phenomenon occurring over

the length of the tree is easily disrupted by the development of micrometer-scaled

embolisms within the xylem conduits. In this case, the utility of microtomography was

demonstrated by non-destructively imaging the contents of individual xylem conduits

within a living tree sapling under varying environmental conditions. This enabled

following the same sample plants over an extended period of time, which has not been

possible with conventional, destructive methods for measuring xylem embolism.
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1 INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION 1

1 Introduction and motivation

Considering that visualizing the internal structure of optically opaque objects was

the very first application of x-rays, employed already by Röntgen himself (Röntgen,

1896), it is fascinating that in the past decade, x-ray imaging has again emerged as a

’novel’ and ’growing’ method of investigation in such diverse fields as plant physiology

(Cochard et al., 2014), geosciences (Cnudde et al., 2006), or materials science (Buffiere

et al., 2010; Maire, 2012). The major difference between present time and the 19th

century lies, of course, in the scale and dimensionality of the investigation; in stark

contrast to the millimeter-scale resolution in a two-dimensional image, achieved by

Röntgen, modern synchrotron x-ray tomography setups can record three-dimensional

images consisting of billions of voxels with micrometer resolution in a matter of seconds

(Martin and Koch, 2006; Rack et al., 2010). More sophisticated contrast mechanisms,

such as phase, diffraction, fluorescence or even chemical bond contrast (e.g. Stock, 2009,

Ch. 4.8; Huotari et al., 2011; Ludwig et al., 2012; Mart́ınez-Criado et al., 2012) also

yield information which is fundamentally different from that given by familiar x-ray

absorption imaging.

Compared with the traditional use as a medical diagnostic tool, for which x-ray

computed tomography (CT) was originally developed (Hounsfield, 1973), scientific re-

search with the method is often more computationally demanding: it is not enough to

qualitatively assess the image for the existence (or lack thereof) of pathological features,

but quantitative information needs to be extracted from the data by image processing

techniques. Progress in the field is then driven by increasing computational power and

new analysis algorithms, in addition to developments in x-ray production and detector

technology. Luckily, the digital era has also brought about a wealth of research into

digital image processing, and many concepts and algorithms are fairly straightforward

to generalize into three dimensions. The required image analysis is also often similar

across disciplines: while some fine-tuning may be needed, the basic building blocks of

the data analysis algorithm (i.e. digital filters, morphological operations, segmentation

and rendering routines) are the same regardless of whether the sample consists of wood,

rock, or plastic.

As the resolution of x-ray microtomography (XMT) systems approaches the nano-

scale, it is getting increasingly attractive to complement XMT results with the estab-

lished methods for analyzing nanometer-sized structures. Multimodal studies combi-

ning XMT with x-ray scattering or fluorescence help link the observed microscale

phenomena to the underlying nanometer-scale effects (Bare et al., 2014; Naik et al.,

2006; Penttilä et al., 2013). In this thesis, the main focus will be on combining XMT

data with x-ray diffraction (XRD) experiments. The benefits of such a combined expe-

riment are accentuated if the data can be registered, i.e. the obtained diffraction

patterns can be connected to specific features observed also in the microtomography
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images (Stock, 2006). This is easily implemented in the diffraction tomography imag-

ing technique (Johnson et al., 2008; Ludwig et al., 2012, 2008), if an absorption or

phase tomogram is acquired simultaneously to the diffraction experiment, and also if

a scattering tomography is performed by raster scanning the sample through a narrow

beam at each projection angle (e.g. Bleuet et al., 2008; Schroer et al., 2006). The

downside of this approach is that, until very recently, direct diffraction or scattering

tomography has only been available at synchrotron radiation facilities. With most

x-ray tube microtomography scanners, a separate instrument is necessary for the scat-

tering experiment, and any spatial information on the scattering beam path within the

sample is lost. To the author’s knowledge, the first laboratory-scale (i.e. not on a syn-

chrotron beamline) experimental setup for diffraction microtomography was presented

by King et al. in 2013. The lack of so-called ’desktop’, or ’bench-top’ equipment is a

serious hindrance on the path to make such experiments a routine method of investiga-

tion outside of cutting-edge research, as access to synchrotron facilities is limited. For

most research groups, the need to apply for beamtime months ahead of the experiment

also makes it less appealing to study riskier samples, on which it is not guaranteed that

the method will provide significant results. For widespread application in research, and

eventually routine use in industry or healthcare, it is therefore crucial that the state-of-

the-art methodology developed at synchrotron facilities be adapted for use with x-ray

tube systems, which are the economically feasible method of x-ray production for most

individual institutions, companies or hospitals.

This thesis is organized around the topics described above, with an emphasis on

method development rather than focusing on a specific field or type of material. In

fact, the samples discussed illustrate the great variety of research topics in which these

methods are applicable: paper III describes the effects of atmospheric entry on the

internal structure of submillimeter-sized micrometeorites, while in paper VI the samp-

les are 10 cm cores drilled from a full-sized floor slab of steel fiber reinforced concrete.

Besides applicability to a wide range of different materials, one key advantage of x-ray

tomography is non-destructivity: notwithstanding a small radiation dose, the experi-

ment has no effect on the studied object beyond the manipulations necessary to mount

the sample in the scanner. This enables scanning the same sample several times to

observe changes in the microstructure over time, as was done in paper V to visualize

the effects of prolonged drought on the water-conducting xylem of living birch saplings.

The non-destructive nature of XMT scanning is also important when the samples are

especially rare or valuable (as in paper III), and enables the in situ x-ray diffraction

experiments presented in papers II-IV. When precise positioning of the scattering

beam and exactly same ambient conditions are not important, the scattering experi-

ment can of course be carried out using a dedicated instrument, as is the case in paper

I. This article can be seen as a prelude to the remainder of the papers, illustrating how

x-ray scattering experiments and microtomography yield complementary information
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of the microstructure. Paper II then describes a novel, bench-top experimental setup

that enables performing the two experiments in situ, which is utilized in paper III for

the already mentioned micrometeorite study and in paper IV for analysing anisotropy

in compacted bentonite clay. In papers V and VI, XMT without scattering experi-

ments is applied to phenomena in a larger length scale. In the introductory part of the

thesis, a description of the used experimental methods is followed by a short overview

of each addressed research problem.
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2 X-ray methods for materials characterization

2.1 Microtomography

2.1.1 Overview

A Finnish proverb says: “A beloved child has many names”, which is especially true

about x-ray microtomography. Since the introduction of the method in 1987 by

Flannery et al., it has been called by different names and acronyms by different au-

thors; perhaps the most common are micro-CT or µCT, which simply attach the prefix

micro to differentiate from poorer-resolution medical CT. Other authors have chosen

to emphasize the high resolution or contrast mechanism and x-ray production method

with names such as “high-resolution x-ray computed tomography” (HRXCT or simply

HRCT, e.g. Brodersen et al. 2013; DeVore et al. 2006) or even “synchrotron radiation

phase-contrast X-ray tomographic microscopy” (srPCXTM, e.g. Derome et al. 2011;

Trtik et al. 2007). In this thesis, the acronym XMT will be used as the most direct

way to abbreviate X-ray MicroTomography (as used in the past by e.g. Fuloria and

Lee 2009; Menon et al. 2011).

Regardless of the naming convention, the principle behind all these methods is the

same: in the acquisition phase, digital 2D radiographs, termed projections in this con-

text, are obtained from a multitude of directions spanning typically a 360° or 180° rota-

tion. This is followed by tomographic reconstruction, where the information embedded

in the projections is converted into a 3D grayscale volume consisting of a regular array

of (typically cubic) voxels, the 3D analogue of pixels in a 2D digital image. The edge

length of one cubic voxel is called the voxel size of the reconstruction. This workflow

and operating principle are depicted in figure 1. In the basic case of absorption micro-

tomography, which is typically the only available mode in x-ray tube based scanners

(in contrast to synchrotron imaging beamlines), the voxel grayvalues reflect the linear

attenuation coefficient µ of the sample. This parameter is related to the attenuation

of the x-ray beam traversing the sample by Beer-Lambert’s law

I

I0
= exp(−

∫
L

µ (~r, E) d~r), (1)

where I and I0 are the attenuated and initial x-ray intensities, and L is the path of

the x-ray beam through the sample. An important thing to note is that µ is not

determined solely by the sample, but is also a predominantly decreasing function of E,

the energy of the incoming x-ray beam. When using a polychromatic (’white’) source,

such as an x-ray tube, this results in a phenomenon called beam hardening, or the mean

energy of the transmitted x-rays shifting to higher energy with increasing penetration

through the sample. Since the structure of the sample is a priori unknown, this shift

cannot be completely taken into account, and results in beam hardening artifacts in
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Figure 1. Operating principle and workflow of an XMT experiment. The sample shown
in the images is Norway spruce (Picea abies) phloem stained with osmium tetroxide for
contrast. At bottom left, the images show 3D renderings of sieve cell tissue (left) and phloem
parenchyma (right) within the sample.

the reconstruction (see e.g. Barrett and Keat 2004; Buzug 2008, p. 425). With a

monochromatic or quasi-monochromatic (’pink’) x-ray beam, typically obtained from

a synchrotron source, beam hardening can be ignored and equation 1 considered to

accurately describe the measured intensity.

In addition to avoiding polychromaticity-related issues, the greater x-ray inten-

sity, coherence and monochromaticity of synchrotron sources also facilitates the use

of contrast mechanisms other than attenuation contrast. In particular, phase contrast

imaging (e.g. Cloetens et al., 1999) allows visualization of refractive index variation

within the sample, offering greatly increased sensitivity in the case of soft materials

where attenuation contrast is low; a practical example of the difference can be found in

e.g. (Mikkonen et al., 2014). Although most commonly in use at synchrotron facilities,

the increased contrast with low-density materials and associated biomedical applica-

tions have sparked numerous studies aiming to enable phase contrast also with desktop

systems (e.g. Mayo et al., 2003; Myers et al., 2007). However, as phase and fluores-

cence contrast have not been used in the papers included in this thesis, they will not

be discussed further here, and the remainder of this section is devoted to the basics of
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attenuation tomography. X-ray diffraction contrast tomography is addressed in section

3 and in paper II.

2.1.2 Reconstruction mathematics

The mathematical foundation for tomographic reconstruction was laid by Radon as

early as in 19171, predating the first actual CT equipment by more than 50 years.

Mathematically, little has changed with the downscaling of medical CT systems into

microtomography equipment: the cone beam filtered back-projection (FBP) algorithm

presented by Feldkamp et al. in 1984 is still a standard choice in most commercial XMT

scanners. As the topic is covered in numerous textbooks on tomography (e.g. Banhart,

2008; Buzug, 2008), only the most basic case of a two-dimensional reconstruction in

parallel-beam geometry is discussed here. The presentation follows loosely that given

in (Kak and Slaney, 2001).

In the continuous case, a parallel-beam projection of a two-dimensional function

f(x, y) is given by its Radon transform

Pθ(t) =

∫ ∞
−∞

f(x, y)δ(y cos(θ)− x sin(θ)− t)dxdy. (2)

A key result behind tomographic reconstruction is the Fourier slice theorem (fig. 2),

which states that the (one-dimensional) Fourier transform of the projection Pθ is equal

to the two-dimensional Fourier transform of the original function along a line that is

normal to the projection and passes through the origin. Mathematically, this can be

written as

Fp(w, θ) = Sθ(w), (3)

where

Sθ(w) =

∫ ∞
−∞

Pθ(t)e
−i2πwtdt

is the Fourier transform of the projection and Fp(w, θ) is the polar coordinate presen-

tation of the Fourier transform of the object function

F (u, v) =

∫ ∞
−∞

∫ ∞
−∞

f(x, y)e−i2π(xu+yv)dxdy.

The Fourier space variables u, v and w corresponding to the real-space coordinates

x, y and t are termed spatial frequencies, analogously to signal processing terminology,

where the Fourier transform is used to obtain the frequency composition of a time-

dependent signal.

As noted by Radon, combining equations 2 and 3 implies that any suitably inte-

1see (Radon, 1986) for an English translation of the original paper
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f(x, y)

θ

t

x

y

Pθ(t)

u

v

w

θ

F (u, v)

Figure 2. The Fourier slice theorem: the Fourier transform of the parallel projection Pθ(t)
(left) is equal to the Fourier transform of the object function f(x, y) along a radial line defined
by θ (right).

grable and continuous function is uniquely defined by its projections Pθ(t), and could

be obtained with the inverse Fourier transform

f(x, y) =

∫ ∞
−∞

∫ ∞
−∞

F (u, v)ei2π(ux+vy)dudv. (4)

In a practical case, however, Pθ can only be measured at a limited number of angles,

which results in an increasingly large interpolation error at high spatial frequencies.

The filtered back-projection algorithm is obtained by performing a change of coordi-

nates from the Cartesian (u, v) to polar (w, θ). Substituting the relations

u = −w sin θ

v = w cos θ

dudv = wdwdθ

t = y cos(θ)− x sin(θ)

and equation 3 into equation 4 yields

f(x, y) =

∫ 2π

0

∫ ∞
0

Fp(w, θ)e
i2πw(y cos θ−x sin θ)wdwdθ (5)

=

∫ π

0

∫ ∞
−∞

Sθ(w)ei2πw(y cos(θ)−x sin(θ))|w|dwdθ (6)

=

∫ π

0

∫ ∞
−∞
|w|ei2πwt

[∫ ∞
−∞

Pθ(t)e
−i2πwtdt

]
dwdθ. (7)

In equation 7, the integrals over w and t represent a Fourier space filtering of the
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measured projection by |w|, the so-called ’ramp’ or ’Ram-Lak’ 2 filter, whereas the outer

integral is the back-projection part of the algorithm. For a practical implementation,

equation 7 needs to be discretized, and the ideal ramp filter is often replaced with

an alternative that suppresses the highest spatial frequency components, which are

mostly associated with image noise. Some interpolation of the projection data is also

necessary, as any practical detector will only measure the projection at discrete values

of t. It is worth noting that equation 7 does not impose any restriction on the points

(x, y) at which the function is to be reconstructed. It is a practical choice, however,

to choose a regular grid with a spacing corresponding to that between measured line

integrals along the t axis. A smaller spacing would simply increase the number of pixels

in the image without improving the actual resolution, whereas a much larger spacing

discards some information present in the projections.

The thus far presented case, where all line integrals in a single projection are par-

allel to each other, is generally only applicable at synchrotron radiation facilities. The

brightness advantage allows making the source-to-detector distance so large that the

x-ray beam can be considered planar, or obtaining different line integrals by raster

scanning the sample through a highly focused or collimated beam in pencil beam geo-

metry. In either case, a three dimensional reconstruction can be obtained by stacking

individually reconstructed two-dimensional slices. A typical x-ray tube, on the other

hand, is a point source whose comparably lower flux does not allow the collimation

necessary to perform the scan in a reasonable time using pencil beam geometry. In

the XMT system used in this thesis, the x-ray beam paths through the sample form a

pyramid which has its apex at the x-ray tube exit window and base at the 2D detector

(as in figure 1). Further changes are then required to equation 7 to account for the

fact that the x-rays detected by an individual detector pixel pass through the sample

at various heights (measured along the rotation axis) and for the loss of translational

invariance in the projections (Feldkamp et al., 1984; Turbell, 2001). Cone beam geo-

metry also requires acquiring projections over a full circle of rotation, since projections

obtained from opposite sides of the sample are no longer the mirror image of each

other. A distinct advantage of the cone beam geometry is that it enables geometric

magnification: the useful voxel size of the reconstruction is the pixel size of the de-

tector divided by the ratio of the source-to-sample distance to the source-to-detector

distance. In parallel beam tomography, magnification is usually achieved by imaging

the x-ray beam with a scintillator screen, and adding visible light magnifying optics

between the scintillator and a visible light camera.

Although commonly used, inversion of the Radon transform by filtered back-pro-

jection is by no means the only possible method for tomographic reconstruction: alter-

natives include various algebraic reconstruction techniques which attempt to directly

solve the linear system of billions of equations that describes the CT measurement

2Presented by Ramachandran and Lakshminarayanan (1971).
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(Buzug, 2008, Ch. 6), and iterative methods (e.g. Siltanen and Mueller, 2012, Ch. 6)

that use some kind of minimization scheme to reduce the error between the measured

data and a forward-projected reconstruction. Suitably formulated, these alternative

reconstruction methods can produce relatively good reconstructions with fewer pro-

jections than FBP, which is an important consideration if time resolution or radiation

dose to the sample (or patient in medical imaging) is an issue. Unfortunately, they are

also more computationally demanding than FBP, which has limited their applicability.

Recent progress in using graphics processing units for accelerating tomographic recon-

struction (Jang et al., 2009; Xu and Mueller, 2005), however, may yet enable these

methods to overtake FBP as the reconstruction method of choice even with the largest

microtomography datasets.

2.1.3 Image processing and tomography data analysis

Usually the most time-consuming part of a microtomography experiment, and almost

certainly the one requiring the most input from the user is the analysis phase: con-

verting the three-dimensional image that is the result of the reconstruction step into

scientifically relevant information. While digital image processing in two dimensions

has been around for decades, scientific equipment producing 3D data (such as XMT)

has only become commonplace in the 21st century. The evolution of affordable and

powerful imaging equipment has been accompanied by a rapid increase in data size. In

a typical XMT experiment, the acquired volume is on the order of 20483 voxels, which

places a great demand also on the computational speed of algorithms.

In the easiest case, only a qualitative evaluation is needed and simply visualizing the

data as two-dimensional images or a volume rendering is sufficient. More commonly,

though, image processing is necessary to obtain quantitative parameters, which can

then be compared between samples or with data obtained from the same sample using

other methods. The methods used to this end differ from one type of sample to another,

and comprise a research field on their own; this section does not attempt to describe

them in detail, but rather to establish the terminology associated with manipulating

volumetric data. The analysis approaches used in this thesis are discussed in section

4 and the included papers. More comprehensive works on digital image processing

include those by Gonzalez and Woods (2002), Ohser and Schladitz (2009) and Banhart

(2008, Ch. 3).

Figure 3 illustrates the various steps that may be necessary in order to arrive at the

desired results. The example system is a small piece of Silver birch (Betula pendula)

wood, in which the quantities of interest were the cross-sectional area of wood cell

lumina and cell wall thickness.

The analysis often begins with preprocessing the data: the purpose of this step is

to make the subsequent analysis easier by reducing noise or highlighting the features

of interest. Digital filters are commonly used. In the example case, a bilateral filtering
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(Tomasi and Manduchi, 1998) was used for denoising with minimal blurring of the

data. The preprocessing may also include cropping unneeded sections of the dataset

to speed up the analysis.

In this thesis, binarization refers to the division of the voxels in the image into two

classes: those that represent the objects of interest, and those that do not. Another

wording would be that the grayscale image is converted into a black-and-white image.

The word binarization is used here, as most of the discussed samples are two-phase

systems; if the sample consisted of more than one material of interest, the number of

distinct values in the output of this step would naturally be more than two. Another

word frequently used is segmentation, which is sometimes also considered to entail the

subsequent step of identifying individual objects of the same material. The simplest

way to binarize a grayscale image is to classify voxels based on their grayvalue in relation

to a selected minimum and/or maximum threshold. In an image with good contrast,

the image histogram has a peak corresponding to the material under investigation, and

the thresholds can be set to the valleys on either side of the peak. A common occurence,

however, is a histogram where the peaks corresponding to different materials overlap

due to noise or artefacts in the image. Another reason for overlap is the partial volume

effect, which is caused by features of the sample that are smaller than the voxel size of

the reconstruction: a voxel’s grayvalue then represents a volume-weighted average of

the attenuation coefficients of the materials inside the voxel. The partial volume effect

causes a zone of intermediate-valued voxels to appear at otherwise sharp boundaries

between two differently attenuating materials in the data.

Simple thresholding can still yield acceptable results, especially if only differences

between several analyzed samples are of interest, and the threshold can be selected

in a pre-determined fashion in order to prevent the user from biasing the results. A

classic automatic method for threshold selection is that presented by Otsu (1979).

When simple grayvalue-based binarization is not possible, also the local surroundings

of each voxel must be taken into account. In figure 3, a hysteresis method was used,

which identified as cell walls all voxels with a high enough grayvalue, and all those

connected voxels that lie in the ’fuzzy’ grayvalue range between high and low grayvalues

(representing the cell lumina). In the figure, the voxels classified as lumina are shown

with a red overlay.

In some cases, the result of the binarization step is already the desired result from

which the needed parameters can be quantified: an example would be a simple porosity

calculation, where the quantity of interest would be the ratio between the number of

pore pixels to total pixels in the data. If the properties of individual objects in the

image need to be determined, further processing is necessary to assign all voxels in

the material of interest to objects in a step called labeling. In general, one group of

connected voxels is considered to form an object; in case physically distinct objects are

connected in the image, a separation step is needed prior to assigning the labels. In
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the example case, a combination of a morphological closing operation and watershed

segmentation (Ohser and Schladitz, 2009, Ch. 4.3.3) were used to first separate cells

that were connected in the binary data through errors in the binarization and open

pits in the cell walls. The labeled cells are shown in colored overlay, along with the

watershed lines (white) in figure 3.

After the labeling process, properties such as dimensions, volume, orientation or

textural properties (in the original grayvalue image) can be measured for each label

separately. In the example, the mean cross-sectional area of each cell has been been

calculated according to the equation

D =
V

h cos(θ)
,

where V is the volume of the object (number of voxels in the object multiplied by the

cube of the voxel size), h is the height of the objects along the z-axis of the dataset, and

θ is the angle between the object and the z-axis. The illustrations in figure 3 show a

volume rendering of the dataset, where the cells have been colored according to D, and

a histogram of the mean diameters of the wood fibers (excluding the larger diameter

vessel elements).

Several commercial and open source software solutions exist for performing the

above processing steps. In this thesis, Avizo Fire (Visualization Sciences Group /FEI,

U.S.A) software and self-written MATLAB (The Mathworks Inc., U.S.A) codes were

used to perform most of the image processing, along with VGStudioMAX (Volume

Graphics, Germany) software for some of the visualizations. Popular freely download-

able or open-source alternatives to these include Blob3D (Mote et al., 2010) and Fiji

(Schindelin et al., 2012).
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Figure 3. Workflow for analyzing the mean cross sectional diameter of wood fibers in a
Silver birch sample imaged with XMT. See text for description of the processing steps.
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2.2 X-ray scattering methods

For the purposes of attenuation imaging, the incoming radiation can be considered to

be composed of individual particles, which are either removed from the beam by the

sample or pass through the sample unhindered, contributing to the measured intensity

I in equation 1. Any coherently or incoherently scattered x-rays hitting the detector

only serve to increase image noise, as the pixel they hit is more or less randomly

selected. In x-ray scattering experiments, the coherently (i.e. with no change in the

energy of the x-ray) scattered radiation is utilized to acquire information on periodic

structures present in the sample. Such periodicities are formed, for example, by atoms

in a crystal lattice (papers II and III), the lamellae in clay (papers I and IV, or cellulose

microfibrils in a wood cell wall (Penttilä et al., 2013). For the purposes of this thesis,

the scattering can be considered so weak that each x-ray is either transmitted through

the sample, or coherently scattered exactly once. This assumption is called kinematical

diffraction, as opposed to dynamical diffraction, which also takes into account multiple

scattering phenomena.

2.2.1 X-ray diffraction theory

d
θ θ

θ θ

B′

BA′ C ′

A C

Figure 4. Bragg’s law for diffraction: for x-
rays of wavelength λ, a diffraction maximum
is observed only at specific angles θ, where the
path difference between rays scattered from
adjacent planes (ABC vs. A′B′C ′) is an in-
teger multiple of the wavelength.

To understand how periodic structures

give rise to a detectable signal in the scat-

tered radiation, the x-rays should be con-

sidered as waves of electromagnetic radia-

tion with wavelength

λ =
hc

E
, (8)

where E is the x-ray energy, c is the

speed of light and h is Planck’s constant

(∼ 6.6261 × 10−34 m2kg/s). Since the

phase change of a coherently scattered

wave is constant (π/2, Cullity and Stock

2001), a coherent beam scattered from

two different targets undergoes constructive interference if the path difference between

the scattered rays is an integer multiple of the wavelength. A textbook example of this

is Bragg’s law, used to describe diffraction from a crystalline solid

nλ = 2d sin θ. (9)

In figure 4, d is the distance between planes in a crystal lattice, i.e. a periodic array of

lattice points, each of which has an identical basis of one or more atoms associated with
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it. The scattering angle is defined as the angle between the incoming and outgoing x-

rays, or 2θ. Diffraction peaks are observed at the exact angles, where equation 9

is satisfied. The integer n is the order of diffraction: for the same lattice spacing,

diffraction may happen at several different angles for different values of n. In this

thesis, x-ray diffraction patterns are not presented as a function of the scattering angle,

but the magnitude of the scattering vector

q =
4π sin θ

λ
=

2π

d
(10)

is used instead, as it is only dependent on the corresponding lattice spacing and not

on the wavelength. An added advantage is that diffraction peaks of different order

are evenly spaced on the q-axis. The scattering vector is defined accordingly as the

difference between the wavevectors of the incoming and outgoing radiation:

~q = ~kin − ~kout.

The scattering vector is related to an alternative way to formulate the diffraction

condition. A crystal lattice is defined as set of points given by vectors of the form

~r = n1~a+ n2
~b+ n3~c (11)

where n1, n2, and n3 are integers and ~a, ~b, and ~c are linearly independent vectors that

span the unit cell of the lattice. The reciprocal lattice is then given by the set of vectors

~Ghkl = 2π

(
h
~b× ~c
~a ·~b× ~c

+ k
~c× ~a
~a ·~b× ~c

+ l
~a×~b
~a ·~b× ~c

)
(12)

where h,k, and l are integers called the Miller indices associated with the reciprocal

lattice point. An equivalent of Bragg’s law is then the requirement that

~q = ~Ghkl. (13)

The geometry of the lattice thus defines the directions in which diffraction is ob-

served from a crystal by a given x-ray beam. The diffraction peak that satisfies equa-

tion 13 for a particular set of indices {h, k, l} is termed the (hkl)-reflection from the

lattice. The intensities of the reflections are determined by the form factors and posi-

tions of the basis of atoms associated with each lattice point. An x-ray diffraction

(XRD) or wide-angle x-ray scattering (WAXS) experiment consists of measuring the

directions and intensities of the diffracted beams, and using this information to iden-

tify the crystal structure of an unknown sample or deduce structural parameters of a

sample of known material.
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2.2.2 Crystal size and orientation measurements

In an ideal, infinite crystal at absolute zero temperature, the scattered intensity is

zero for any values of ~q that do not satisfy the diffraction condition. This is so be-

cause for every reflecting lattice plane, somewhere in the infinite crystal there exists

another plane, which reflects x-rays of exactly opposite phase, resulting in destructive

interference. In the practical case, the crystal is of a finite size, and some intensity is

scattered also to directions not exactly equal to one of the ’allowed’ values of ~q. The

width of the diffraction peak is therefore related to the size of the crystal along that par-

ticular crystallographic direction. Thermal fluctuations, impurities and dislocations in

the crystal, as well as experimental effects, also serve to broaden the diffraction peaks.

Figure 5. The measurement geometry for x-ray scattering experiments. X-rays strike the
sample in a narrow, collimated beam, and the scattering pattern is recorded on an area
detector perpendicular to the incoming radiation. In the center, the transmitted primary
beam is partially blocked by the beamstop.

Diffraction will only occur at a certain scattering angle 2θ if a suitably oriented

crystal is present in the irradiated volume of the sample. As a result, measuring the

complete scattering pattern of a single crystal involves rotating the sample through full

4π in solid angle at each measured 2θ value, a task that requires significant mechanical

complexity from the diffractometer. In powder diffraction, the task is made easier by

grinding the sample as fine as possible before the measurement, so that a crystallite of

every possible orientation can be assumed to be present. In this case, the scattering

pattern is only recorded as a function of the absolute value of q, as any information

regarding the crystal orientation is lost in the grinding. In this thesis, most of the

samples are polycrystalline, and their preferred orientation in the undisturbed sample
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is one of the quantities of interest in the experiment. This is also called the crystallo-

graphic texture of the sample. A large proportion of the reciprocal space is captured

from a single exposure by utilizing a two dimensional detector in perpendicular trans-

mission geometry, as illustrated in figure 5. In this geometry, the reflections from an

ideal powder would be seen as rings of constant intensity on the planar detector, and

preferred orientation is seen as intensity variations along the diffraction ring. The lat-

tice spacing d can be calculated from the distance of the ring from the transmitted

primary beam (partially blocked by the beamstop) in the center of the detector.

XRD and WAXS are very useful methods for characterizing crystalline materials

because the wavelength of x-rays commonly produced by an x-ray tube is of the same

order of magnitude as the interatomic distances in many solids, about 1 Å = 10−10

m. To study larger structures, either the x-ray wavelength must be increased or the

scattering angle made smaller. In the latter case, the method is called small-angle

x-ray scattering (SAXS). In a SAXS experiment, typical parameters of interest are the

shape, size and short-range ordering of scattering units in a length scale larger than

the interatomic distances in crystalline solids. The data analysis associated specifically

with SAXS is not treated further here, as it was not used in the papers included in

this thesis. However, the combined XMT and scattering setup described in paper II

and in the next section could, with some optimization, be used for SAXS experiments

up to the 100 Å size range.
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3 Microtomography with in situ scattering experi-

ments

3.1 Multimodal studies with x-ray microtomography and scat-

tering

As discussed in the previous chapter, x-ray scattering methods and XMT yield comple-

mentary information about the material structure at different length scales. Using both

methods is therefore of interest in a variety of research problems; at the Department

of Physics, University of Helsinki, especially wood samples have been the object of

interest (Leppänen et al., 2011; Penttilä et al., 2013; Svedström et al., 2012), but also

studies on e.g. Portland cement (Naik et al., 2006) and sea urchin teeth (Stock et al.,

2002) can be found in the literature. Paper I of this thesis provides another example

on the orientation and alignment of clay particles in clay-polystyrene composites.

In the wood experiments cited above, the objective was to characterize the bulk

properties of the samples, and dedicated setups with a fairly wide (∼ 1 mm) x-ray

beam were used for the scattering experiments. With this approach, a fairly large

volume of the sample is probed in single exposure of the detector, which not only

improves the measurement statistics but also makes the results more representative

of the bulk. The SAXS and WAXS results were then combined with quantitative or

qualitative measurements on the entire XMT reconstruction. The reasoning behind

constructing the combined XMT and scattering setup presented in paper II was to

invert this approach: by using a microfocus x-ray source in situ with the existing XMT

scanner, the scattering patterns could be linked to a specific sub-volume of the XMT

reconstruction. This allows mapping the crystallographic properties of the sample with

a resolution defined by the size of the scattering beam (typically ∼ 200 µm), and linking

each scattering pattern with XMT analysis performed only on the subvolume probed

by the scattering beam. Being able to localize the scattering experiment on a specific

subvolume of the sample is a significant advantage if the sample is heterogeneous in

the 100 µm size range. Alternatively, some structural parameter (particle orientation,

composition etc.) may be changing from one part of the sample to another; in this case

the same change can be observed in the µm length scale with XMT. In some cases,

simply the saved trouble of not having to move the sample into a different environment

for a dedicated scattering instrument is reason enough to utilize the combined system.

To the author’s knowledge, the system constructed at University of Helsinki is

among the first bench-top setups combining microtomography with x-ray diffraction

at comparable resolution. An alternative approach would be that presented by King

et al. (2013): mapping the grains in a polycrystalline metal sample is possible by

collimating the beam from an XMT scanner to hit only the central part of the detector,

and observing the paths of diffraction spots appearing on the detector outside of the
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primary beam. Using synchrotron sources, diffraction tomography is possible both in

the pencil beam geometry discussed in paper II, (Álvarez-Murga et al., 2012; Bleuet

et al., 2008) and with full illumination of the sample (Johnson et al., 2008; Ludwig

et al., 2008). Synchrotron radiation facilities naturally offer greatly reduced scan times

and improved resolution, but bench-top systems have the potential to become a more

accessible lower resolution alternative.

3.2 XMT/scattering setup at University of Helsinki

Figure 6. The combined XMT / scattering
setup of papers II, III and IV. 1. The
nanofocus x-ray tube of the XMT scanner. 2.
The sample manipulator stage. 3. CMOS
(Complementary Metal Oxide Semiconductor)
detector for XMT scans. 4. Microfocus x-ray
tube and focusing Montel optics for scattering
experiments. 5. Second area detector for col-
lecting the scattering pattern.

Figure 6 shows the combined microtomo-

graphy and x-ray scattering equipment

used in this thesis. As described in paper

II, the setup is constructed around a Nan-

otom 180NF scanner (GE Measurement

and Control Solutions, Germany) that

has been custom-built inside an enlarged

radiation protection enclosure to make

room for the scattering equipment. Both

systems are remotely controlled from the

adjacent room. The scattering function-

ality is provided by a second x-ray tube

(Incoatec GmbH, Germany) and area de-

tector (Dectris Ltd., Switzerland), which

are mounted at a 90° angle to the axis

of the XMT beam. Molybdenum Kα

radiation from the microfocus tube is

focused and monochromated by the at-

tached Montel optics to a rectangular

beam. After the Montel optics, a variable divergence aperture allows fine-tuning the

size of the focal spot, which is a tradeoff between spot size and intensity. A typical

value for the beam size (length of the diagonal) is 200 µm. Closer to the sample, an

additional vertical slit is used to remove from the beam those x-rays that have been ref-

lected only once or not at all in the Montel optic. The range of q-values covered by the

detector can be adjusted between 0.1 . . . ∼ 5Å
−1

by adjusting the sample-to-detector

distance.

After an XMT experiment, the CNC (Computerized Numerical Control) manipu-

lator stage of the XMT scanner is re-positioned to place the desired subvolume of the

sample in the scattering beam. The position of the scattering beam in the CNC coor-

dinate system is known based on the calibration experiment depicted in figure 7: an

XMT scan is acquired of a calibration phantom consisting of a small (approximately
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the size of the scattering beam) particle of silver behenate (Huang et al., 1993) glued

on a steel tip. The steel tip is easy to position in the scattering beam, as it completely

blocks out the primary beam from the scattering pattern. After this, the exact coor-

dinates of the scattering beam are straightforward to locate with the silver behenate,

as it produces a very distinctive small-angle diffraction pattern on the detector. A

larger silver behenate sample is also routinely used to calibrate the sample-to-detector

distance for scattering experiments at low q-values. After the scattering beam has been

located, the XMT experiments can be performed with the actual samples. It is then

simple trigonometry to calculate the necessary CNC coordinates for selecting a specific

path through the sample to be probed in the scattering experiment.

Figure 7. Calibration experiment to
locate the scattering beam for combined
XMT/scattering measurements: the location
of a small silver behenate particle is known
based on the XMT scan, and produces a very
distinctive diffraction pattern when in the scat-
tering beam.

It should be noted, that in the

parallel-beam filtered back-projection for-

mula (equation 7), the function f(x, y)

does not necessarily have to be the x-ray

attenuation coefficient of equation (1),

but any line-integrable property of the

sample can be reconstructed from pro-

jection measurements. In pencil-beam x-

ray diffraction tomography (XDT), the

’integration’ in equation 2 is done by a

single exposure of the detector, and the

back-projected variable is some parame-

ter (intensity of a certain reflection, crys-

tallinity, etc.) calculated from the diffrac-

tion pattern. A one-dimensional projec-

tion is obtained by scanning the sample

across the beam, after which the sample

is rotated and the process repeated to

acquire projections over a 180° dataset.

For 3D imaging, the whole process needs

to be repeated after shifting the sample

in the vertical direction. This is called

tomographic acquisition in pencil beam

geometry, or sometimes 1st generation

CT geometry, as it was in clinical use in

the first medical CT scanners (Bushberg

et al., 2002). Mathematically, it is simp-

ler than the cone-beam geometry as a dis-

crete version of equation 7 can be used directly for reconstruction. In paper II, a proof-

of-concept XDT scan was carried out on a phantom consisting of two silver behenate
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particles, using the intensity of the (001)-reflection as the projection variable. This

experiment also served to validate the 200 µm resolution of the scattering experiments,

as two particles of that diameter and spacing are resolved in the XDT reconstruction.
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4 Studied systems and results

Sections 2 and 3 give an overview of the microtomography and associated x-ray scat-

tering methods currently available at the Division of Materials Physics, University of

Helsinki, where the research leading up to this thesis was conducted. The following sec-

tion is devoted to the applications of those methods, illustrating the wide applicability

of the technique and interdisciplinary nature of the work. The included papers span a

variety of disciplines, including topics in planetary science, materials science, construc-

tion engineering and biology. Each of the topics is treated in a similar fashion: a brief

general introduction to the problem is followed by an overview of the experiments and

their results, focusing especially on what new information the methods discussed in

this thesis bring to the subject. Specifics of the experimental procedure and detailed

discussions of the implications of the results within the field are left to the respective

papers and section 5.

4.1 Micrometeorites and interplanetary dust particles

4.1.1 Background

Along with remote telescopic observations and extremely expensive sample return mis-

sions, meteorites falling on Earth are a key source of information we have on the

structure and composition of asteroids, which, in turn, provide insight to the structure

and processes of the early solar system. Alongside its chemical composition, two funda-

mental physical properties to be determined are a meteorite’s density and its porosity,

defined by the equation

p = 1− Vg
Vb
, (14)

where the grain volume, Vg, is the volume of the solid material in the meteorite, and

bulk volume, Vb is the total volume. Grain and bulk densities of the meteorite are

calculated by dividing its mass with either the grain or bulk volume.

A key issue for determining both density and porosity is accurate determination

of the sample volume, which may be a nontrivial task for typically irregularly shaped

meteorite samples. Compared to terrestrial rocks, meteorites are rare and should prefe-

rentially be studied with nondestructive and noncontaminating methods. In the case of

larger meteorites this is not an insurmountable problem, with helium pycnometry and

the so-called Archimedean glass bead method being prominent noninvasive methods for

grain and bulk volume determination (Consolmagno et al., 2008). However, much of

the extraterrestrial material deposited on the Earth is in the form of smaller particles.

Micrometeorites and interplanetary dust particles are not only indicative of the com-

position of asteroid surface material, but can also be deposited from comets and from

interstellar sources (Nesvorný et al., 2010, 2006). As the precision of He pycnometry
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is typically of the order of 20 mm3 (Consolmagno et al., 2008), and the glass bead

method is limited to approximately 5 cm3 (Macke et al., 2010), these methods can not

be used on very small small samples. The glass bead method can be replaced by the

more laborious 3D visible light laser imaging (McCausland et al., 2011), but even that

is insufficient to study micrometeorites, which are typically less than one millimeter in

diameter.

X-ray microtomography provides a solution to the problem of accurate volume

determination of micrometeorites and also allows simultaneous measurement of the

porosity, down to the resolution of the instrument. Furthermore, grain volume mea-

surement with XMT takes into account possible closed porosities within the sample,

which would be unaccessible in He pycnometry. Additionally, the obtained volumetric

image can be used to analyze the internal and surface texture. However, while the

structure of larger meteorites has been imaged with tomographic methods for over 15

years (Friedrich et al., 2008; Hezel et al., 2013; Kondo et al., 1997), there have been only

a few systematic studies of micrometeorites (e.g. Taylor et al., 2011). One interesting

example is the combined x-ray diffraction and microtomography study on cometary

dust by Nakamura et al. (2008).

4.1.2 Aim and key results of the experiment

In paper III, we conducted a similar study as Nakamura et al. (2008), on a series micro-

meteorites collected from the Atacama desert in Chile and Novaya Zemlya archipelago

in northern Russia. Using the combined setup of paper II, we performed a textu-

ral classification and volume measurements with XMT, followed by an analysis of the

crystal structure and preferred orientation of most of the samples with XRD measure-

ments. A specific aim was to analyze the evolution of the meteorite’s internal structure

during its entry through the atmosphere. Since every meteorite recovered on Earth is

subject to these changes, accurate modeling of the atmospheric entry is crucial for any

interpretations one might make of the parent bodies based on meteorite material.

The sample set consisted of a total of 32 micrometeorites, of which 24 were com-

pletely melted, 3 partially melted and 5 unmelted, according to the classification by

Genge et al. (2008). A cross-sectional slice and a volume rendering of each type is

presented in figure 8. The melted micrometeorites were further divided into glassy,

barred olivine and porphyritic olivine subtypes, whereas partially melted samples were

of a scoriaceous subtype, and the unmelted micrometeorites, with one exception, were

fine grained. The microtomography experiment also revealed inclusions within some of

the melted meteorites, three of which possibly consist of relict material that survived

the atmospheric entry without melting. One melted micrometeorite had a large metal

inclusion. While the XRD patterns revealed all studied micrometeorites to be of a

primarily olivine composition, there was significant variation in the degree of preferred

orientation observed in the melted micrometeorites: the barred olivine subtype showed
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Figure 8. Cross-sectional images (top) and volume renderings (bottom) of a partially melted
(left), completely melted (center) and unmelted (right) micrometeorite. The completely
melted micrometeorite has a metal inclusion.

primarily strong preferred orientation, whereas the glassy subtype was mostly not ori-

ented. Of the remaining types, only two samples were analyzed with XRD, which

prevents any definite conlusions.

The advantage of the combined XMT/XRD system was that the diffracting beam

could be aimed either hitting or missing the relict inclusions, which were all found to

contain very well-oriented material, even in the otherwise randomly oriented glassy

micrometeorite. Unfortunately, the scattering from the inclusion was fairly weak, and

only produced two discernible peaks in the overall scattering pattern. This made it im-

possible to identify the mineral without obtaining an excessive amount of additional dif-

fraction patterns. The main conclusions regarding what happens to the micrometeorite

during atmospheric entry can be drawn from the porosity data, which shows greatest

porosity (16-25 %) in the partially melted micrometeorites. On the other hand, the

unmelted micrometeorites were more porous than the completely melted samples. One

outlier unmelted micrometeorite had a very fragmental structure and a porosity of over

50 %. The XMT data thus supports the view that the relationship between micro-

meteorite porosity and atmospheric entry velocity is not linear. Instead, meteorites

arriving at a relatively low velocity remain in their pristine state, and intermediate

entry velocity results in heating that is enough to evaporate some volatile compounds,

but insufficient to completely cause homogenization of the meteoroid. Complete melt-

ing is then accompanied by a loss of porosity and the meteoroid assuming a more or
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less spherical droplet shape.

4.2 Structure of smectite clays

Figure 9. The crystal structure of cal-
cium montmorillonite, showing how a layer
of octahedrally coordinated Al3+ (white) and
two tetrahedrally coordinated layers of Si4+

(green) form a clay platelet. The oxygen is
shown in red, and interlayer Ca2+ between
platelets in purple. Water surrounding the
interlayer cations is not shown. In the actual
structure, also some substitutions of lower va-
lence cations for the displayed Si4+ or Al3+ will
occur.

Clays possess an interesting micro-

structure, consisting of very thin (∼ 10 Å),

but relatively wide (up to ∼ 1 µm)

platelets stacked on top of each other. In

this thesis, a clay particle consisting of

several stacked platelets is termed a tac-

toid. All clays studied in this thesis ei-

ther belong to, or are structurally very

similar to a group of clay minerals known

as smectites. In smectites, one platelet

consists of three layers of cations coordi-

nated with oxygen: one octahedrally co-

ordinated layer (Al3+, Fe3+, Cr3+, Mg2+,

Zn2+ or Li+) sandwiched between two

tetrahedrally coordinated layers of Si4+ or

Al3+ (Brigatti et al., 2013). In smectites,

this platelet carries a negative charge due

to the presence of lower valence cations

instead of Al3+ in the octahedral sites or

instead of Si4+ in the tetrahedral sites.

This negative charge is balanced by inter-

layer cations (typically ions of the alkali

or alkaline earth metals) present in the

space between platelets; the remainder

of the interlayer space is filled by one or

more layers of water molecules hydrating

the cations. The crystal structure of the

most commonly used smectite, montmo-

rillonite, is shown in figure 9, according

to a structural simulation model by Viani

et al. (2002). Especially the basal spacing

of the unit cell is only an estimate, as the

actual spacing will vary according to the

hydration state of the clay.

Smectites are expandable clays: not only water, but also other molecules may enter

the interlayer space, causing the distance between platelets to grow and the clay tactoid
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to swell. Following the nomenclature in Bergaya and Lagaly (2013), this process is

called intercalation, and such a swollen clay is said to be delaminated. The distance

between platelets is then a complex function of the type of the interlayer cation (often

given with the mineral name) and the humidity, temperature and chemical environment

of the clay. It should be noted that the number of platelets making up a tactoid also

varies: in some conditions, the platelets may become completely separated from each

other, or exfoliated. An important property explored in this thesis is that the number of

platelets in a tactoid is normally less than one hundred even under optimal conditions.

Tactoids thus have a very high aspect ratio, and clays are very anisotropic materials

when well oriented.

4.3 Clay-polystyrene nanocomposites

4.3.1 Background

The readiness of smectites to delaminate and accept other molecules in the interlayer

space allows many possibilities for surface modification of clays. An industrially im-

portant example is the introduction of organic molecules into the interlayer space,

producing organoclays (de Paiva et al., 2008). This can happen via several routes, for

example various electrical interactions between a neutral organic molecule and the clay

platelets, replacing the inorganic interlayer cations with organic cations, or displacing

the interlayer water by intercalated organic anions (Lagaly et al., 2013). In addition

to their use as e.g. rheological (Jones, 1983) or fire-resistant (Gardelle et al., 2013)

additives in paints and coatings, or catalysts in biodiesel production (Ghiaci et al.,

2011), smectite organoclays can also be used to create clay-polymer nanocomposites

(CPNs, Lagaly et al. 2013). In CPNs, the properties of the pristine polymer are altered

by intercalation of the polymer into clay tactoids (intercalated CPNs), or by the dis-

persion of the exfoliated clay platelets in the polymer matrix (exfoliated CPNs). If clay

tactoids are dispersed in the matrix without intercalation or exfoliation, the material

is termed a microcomposite (Bergaya and Lagaly, 2013). Although difficult to achieve,

total exfoliation of the clay is generally considered to result in greater improvement of

the polymer properties (Gopakumar et al., 2002; Paul and Robeson, 2008). Incorpora-

tion of the highly anisotropic smectite clay particles has been observed to improve e.g.

the mechanical or thermal properties of the polymer even at fairly low weight fractions

(< 10%) of the clay (Paul and Robeson, 2008; Siengchin et al., 2007).

4.3.2 Aim and key results of the experiment

The great variation of available polymers and possible surfactants have led to an abun-

dance of studies into the effect of various smectite additives on polymers (see Lam-

bert and Bergaya 2013 for an overview). Most of the literature is concerned with
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improving the bulk properties of polymers, but especially in the case of mechani-

cal properties, many applications require strength along a specified direction in the

final structure. The traditional way of producing anisotropy in a composite material

is the use of fibers, which tend to have macroscopic dimensions. In paper I, nano-

and microscale anisotropy was induced into polystyrene-organoclay nanocomposites

through the application of an electric field. Organoclays were produced by exchang-

ing the interlayer cations of two smectite clays (Na-montmorillonite and hectorite) and

two synthetic clays (laponite and lithium-fluorohectorite) with the ammonium ion from

cetyltrimethylammonium (CTAB), and oriented by applying a 625 V/mm alternating

electric field during in situ polymerization of polystyrene. As the initial hypothesis,

the electric field would cause polarization of the clay tactoids along the platelets, which

would then orient in fiber-like chains with the stacking direction perpendicular to the

electric field.

In addition to mechanical testing to detect anisotropy of the mechanical prop-

erties and thermogravimetric analysis to measure their thermal resilience, x-ray scat-

tering and microtomography were instrumental in characterizing the formed structures:

synchrotron-based WAXS of the (001)-reflection was used to verify the desired tactoid

orientation and to determine tactoid size along the stacking direction. XMT, on the

other hand, provided 3D visualizations of the aggregation of clay particles and chain

formation in the microscale. The x-ray observations were complemented with trans-

mission electron microscopy (TEM) imaging and optical microscopy.

The XMT results revealed interesting differences in the agglomeration of different

clays: both synthetic clays seemed to aggregate into larger particles than the natural

smectites, while easily visualized chains were only formed in the laponite composite.

Analysis of the (001)-reflection with WAXS, on the other hand, revealed all electric

field aligned samples to have intended tactoid orientation with the stacking direction

perpendicular to the electric field indicating that none of the clays were completely ex-

foliated, which would result in disappearance of the reflection. Curiously, the tactoid

size was smallest in the laponite composite, which nevertheless showed more promi-

nent aggregation of particles in XMT. Unfortunately, the mechanical properties of the

composites proved to be inferior to pure polystyrene under compression tests, with hec-

torite and laponite composites having yield strength, compressive modulus and fracture

toughness similar to pure polystyrene, and montmorillonite and fluorohectorite giving

significantly reduced values. The electric field laponite composites, however, showed

noticeable anisotropy in the mechanical properties, which is likely linked to observed

formation of clay particle chains. Moreover, all of the composites showed improved

thermal resilience over pure polystyrene: this leads to the conclusion that CTAB-

modified hectorite is the most promising additive of the studied clays, improving the

thermal resilience without overly degrading the mechanical properties.
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4.4 Bentonite and purified montmorillonite clay

4.4.1 Background

The swelling ability of smectites, especially montmorillonite, is extensively used in

waste disposal applications, where clay liners are used to prevent the spread of con-

taminants into the environment from landfills and polluted land sites (Wagner, 2013).

Smectites are particularly attractive liner materials, as their ability to absorb water

limits the transport of contaminants by advection, and the high surface area allows

for retardation of contaminants through adsorption on the platelet surfaces. Typically

the clay used for this purpose is bentonite, which is a mixture of montmorillonite clay

and various non-clay minerals such as quartz, feldspars or calcite. One exceptionally

demanding use for clays in waste management applications is in the geological disposal

of used nuclear fuel. The high radioactivity and long half-lives of many radionuclides

produced in fission power reactors require that the spent fuel elements be isolated from

the biosphere for very long times: one proposed figure for the relevant time scale is

one million years (Dohrmann et al., 2013). Clay materials are involved in these designs

in two ways; repositories in e.g. Finland and Sweden are designed to incorporate an

engineered barrier of compacted bentonite (Posiva, 2012; SKB, 2011), while French

and Swiss designs rely on natural clayrock formations as release barriers in addition

to bentonite (Andra, 2013; Nagra, 2002). In the KBS-3 concept utilized by SKB and

Posiva, the compacted bentonite buffer has three safety functions: it is intended to iso-

late the copper canister containing the fuel from the environment, to be ductile enough

to provide mechanical protection for the canister, and to act as an independent release

barrier in the event of canister failure (Juvankoski, 2013). The swelling, transport and

mechanical properties of compacted bentonites and natural clayrock formations are

therefore integral components of safe disposal of spent nuclear fuel.

One sometimes overlooked aspect with potentially significant implications to the

functioning of a spent nuclear fuel repository is the anisotropy of the clay particles,

which can translate into anisotropic bulk properties if the clay barrier exhibits sig-

nificant preferred orientation. Such preferred orientation is often present in natural

clayrock and shale formations, where the clay minerals tend to sediment along specific

bedding planes, and clay tactoid and porosity orientation in these systems has been the

subject of multiple studies (e.g. Keller et al., 2011; Wenk et al., 2008). In engineered

barriers, preferred orientation may result from the treatment of the clay: uniaxial com-

paction could result in tactoids aligning with the stacking direction parallel to the axis

of compaction. Some anisotropic effects have already been reported in the diffusion co-

efficients of compacted bentonite samples (Sato and Suzuki, 2003; Suzuki et al., 2004),

but few authors assess the produced anisotropy at the micro- and nanostructural level.
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4.4.2 Aim and key results of the experiment

In paper IV, the structural anisotropy in compacted bentonite was characterized with

the combined XMT and x-ray scattering setup under varying humidity conditions.

The samples consisted of MX-80 bentonite and purified calcium montmorillonite, which

were first saturated with water or 0.1 M perchlorate solution in a confined sample cell to

simulate the conditions in the final nuclear fuel repository. After initial measurements

in the saturated state, the relative humidity surrounding the samples was lowered, and

the formation of desiccation microcracks within the sample was observed with XMT.

The XMT results were linked to the local evolution of the nanoscale structure based

on small-angle x-ray diffraction measurements. The emphasis was on quantitative eva-

luation on orientation effects on the clay, with the tactoid orientation measured by

azimuthal integration of the (001)-reflection of montmorillonite, and compared with

the orientation of microcracks in the part of the sample intersected by the diffracting

beam. The microcrack orientation was measured through first binarizing, and then cal-

culating the sum of 2D autocorrelations of the pore volume sampled by the diffraction

experiment. The direction where this summed autocorrelation descends most rapidly

was then selected as the direction that was on average perpendicular to the micro-

cracks. For both methods, a similar measure for the degree of preferred orientation

was also devised, evaluating the azimuthal intensity variation of the (001)-reflection

for diffraction data, and the anisotropy of the summed autocorrelation image for XMT

data.

The results show a clear difference between the two clay types, with Ca-montmoril-

lonite being well-oriented when observed with either method, and MX-80 appearing

very isotropic. Furthermore, the orientation of microcracks in the purified and ion-

exchanged Ca-montmorillonite correlates well with the tactoid orientation, indicating

that the desiccation microcracks tend to appear along the long rather than short edge

of tactoids. This difference can be attributed to two factors. Firstly, the non-clay

accessory minerals present in the MX-80 sample are essentially incompressible at the

pressures used for compaction, and cause a distortion to the stress field which prevents

the compaction from aligning the clay particles. Secondly, the purification process of

the Ca-montmorillonite involves sedimentation of the purified clay, which is likely to

result in better-oriented grains already before compaction. Analysis of the scattering

intensity versus q-value (equation 10) revealed that the number of water layers in the

interlayer space was not constant for a fixed relative humidity, but peaks corresponding

to mixtures of hydration states were observed. This drying behaviour was similar to

previously observed swelling heterogeneity (Devineau et al., 2006; Ferrage et al., 2005).

A dependence of diffusion and structural anisotropy on the purity of the clay was

already described earlier by Sato and Suzuki (2003), who noted that bentonite with

only 50 % smectite was much more isotropic than nearly pure montmorillonite. Their
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proposed microstructural model seems well supported by the results of paper IV. In

the context of spent nuclear fuel disposal, the anisotropy present in bentonites with

very high smectite content is a factor to be taken into account or exploited in the design

of the buffer, and certainly needs to be considered when modeling bentonite properties

based on experimental data obtained using pure montmorillonite.

4.5 Xylem embolism

4.5.1 Background

Upward transport of water from the soil to transpiring leaves is a fundamental process

in the physiology of terrestrial plants. In trees, this uptake takes place over a distance

of tens of meters, and, according to the cohesion-tension model of transport (Cruiziat

and Richter, 2006), is due almost entirely to physical processes: the water forms a

hydraulically continuous network of narrow liquid columns from the roots to leaves,

and flow is driven by the pressure drop associated with transpiration in the leaves. As

a consequence, the water in the conducting xylem is under tension (negative pressure)

and susceptible to cavitation, or the formation of gas bubbles in the water column.

Under negative pressure these bubbles can expand to fill an entire conduit, creating an

embolism which blocks the water flow.

The ability of trees to withstand embolisms has an important impact on their

tolerance of drought conditions (Ogasa et al., 2014; Pinto et al., 2012), an issue of

increasing importance as global warming causes increasing fluctuations in the precipi-

tation conditions of many forests (Allen et al., 2010; Auclair, 1993). Besides drought,

also freeze-thaw cycles experienced by temperate and boreal species are known to cause

embolism formation (Sperry et al., 1994; Taiz and Zeiger, 2010). Some tree species have

also been found to be able to refill embolized conduits with water. Well-known methods

of refilling are the buildup of positive root pressure by active loading of solutes into

the roots and elevated stem pressures during spring thaw (Sperry et al., 1994; Wheeler

and Holbrook, 2007). A more controversial method is so-called active refilling, which

is thought to occur while the plant is transpiring, and the xylem as a whole is under

tension. This implies hydraulic isolation of the refilling vessel from the surrounding

conduits (Holbrook and Zwieniecki, 1999).

Studying the cavitation resistance and refilling capability of trees and other woody

plants has been complicated by the lack of methods suitable for observing the pheno-

menon in live plants. Traditional methods have included measuring the percentage loss

of hydraulic conductivity (PLC) of excised stems (e.g. Choat et al., 2010; Ogasa et al.,

2010; Salleo et al., 2004), introducing a dye into the transpiration stream and observing

its spread in sectioned samples with a microscope (Sano et al., 2005), and cryo-electron

microscopy of samples frozen with liquid nitrogen (Utsumi and Sano, 2007). Being de-

structive, none of these methods allow monitoring the same sample over an extended
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period of time, and conclusions must be drawn from analysis of anatomically similar

samples harvested at different times. Moreover, the microscopy techniques are rela-

tively laborious and prone to artifacts which may interfere with the interpretation of

the results (Canny and Huang, 2001; Cochard et al., 2001), and also the validity of

many PLC measurements has recently been called into question (Sperry, 2013).

These issues highlight the need for nondestructive methods able to directly visual-

ize the water contents of individual cells within an intact plant. The ability of XMT

to achieve precisely that was first shown by Brodersen et al. (2010) using synchrotron

radiation, with a significant improvement in resolution over magnetic resonance imag-

ing (Choat et al., 2010; Holbrook et al., 2001), which is only able to resolve the large

vessel cells.

4.5.2 Aim and key results of the experiment

The objective of paper V was to explore the possibility of using a bench-top XMT

system for visualizing cavitation and potential embolism repair in living tree saplings.

As x-ray tube-based systems are significantly more common than suitable synchrotron

beamlines, this could lead to easier adoption of the technique by the plant physiological

community. The experiments were carried out on two broadleaved (angiosperm) trees

native to Finland, Silver birch (Betula pendula) and Curly birch (B. pendula var.

carelica). The reasons for this choice were twofold. Firstly, much of the literature

on xylem embolism seems to focus on the large vessel cells of angiosperms, which are

thought to be mainly responsible for water transport instead of the smaller wood fibers,

which are much smaller and more numerous (cf. figure 3). The two most common

Finnish conifers (Norway spruce and Scots pine), on the other hand, have no vessels,

but the xylem consists of only one axial cell type, tracheids. Secondly, the thick bark

and branch structure of conifers would have been problematic in mounting the samples

and choosing the proper imaging geometry.

The key result of paper V was to resolve three issues related to imaging live saplings

with XMT:

1. Although the imaged stem section is only a few mm thick, a live sapling as a

whole is fairly massive compared to the resolution of the imaging. This requires

care in the sample mounting, as the imaged section has to remain fixed during

the scan with micrometer precision, while at the same time avoiding the use of

force in the mounting. In the paper, this issue was resolved by constructing a

specific imaging pot, which had a metallic ’collar’ around the bottom part of the

stem to support the imaged section. The sample itself was attached to the holder

at the top of the collar with beeswax.

2. With non-living samples, XMT is considered a non-destructive method, but in

the case of live organisms, the ionizing radiation dose associated with the scan
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might influence the behavior of the sample. Unfortunately, there is practically

no literature on what the effects of such a localized dose would be on a tree, and

even exact evaluation of the dose is difficult due to the point-like source and short

source-to-sample distance. With careful optimization of the scan parameters,

cross-sectional images with sufficient resolution were obtained in approximately

30 min, minimizing the radiation dose to the sample.

3. In order to use XMT to measure the degree of embolism in the stem, it is neces-

sary to establish a quantitative data analysis method that yields a single number

for comparison with PLC measurements. XMT does not differentiate between

mobile and fixed water in the stem, so an exact match is impossible to achieve,

but a similar measure for the amount of cavitation was used in paper V: PCS,

or percentage of cavitated stem is simply the smallest singly connected cross

sectional area where most xylem conduits are embolized divided by the total

cross-sectional area. This was calculated instead by means of a volume propa-

gation tool and morphological closing to reduce the sensitivity of the result to

the chosen binarization threshold. Another important parameter would be the

number of embolized vessel cells, which can simply be counted from a selected

cross-sectional image. The quantification of xylem embolism in live tree saplings

is illustrated figure 10.

Figure 10. Quantification of xylem embolism in Silver and Curly birch saplings, as used
in paper V. The number of embolized xylem vessels can be directly counted (red arrows in
image a)), while the cross sectional area of primarily embolized tissue (red overlay in b)) was
used as a measure of embolization in the wood fibers.
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While the experiment successfully demonstrated the use of x-ray tube based XMT

for visualizing the functional status of xylem conduits, the cross-sectional images ob-

tained in the experiment seem puzzling in light of the established view of xylem em-

bolism, where embolisms originate in the conducting vessels. Producing significant

amounts of embolized vessels required a drought period of several days, while many

wood fibers, especially near the middle of the stem, were cavitated already in well-

watered plants. Drought conditions then resulted in loss of water from the fibers and

the phloem before vessels were embolized. This could be due to a hydraulic capacitive

effect (Scholz et al., 2011), where the xylem fibers and phloem act as an internal water

source to the vessels during drought. However, further experiments would be necessary

to validate this view of the drought response of B. pendula.

4.6 Steel fiber reinforced concrete

4.6.1 Background

The traditional way of reinforcing concrete structures in the construction industry is

the use of steel reinforcement bars (’rebars’), which are positioned within the formwork

prior to casting the concrete structural element. Installing the rebar cages, however,

constitutes an additional step in the construction process, and rebars can be impractical

in situations where the concrete layer is thin and/or irregularly shaped, such as using

shotcrete for stabilizing tunnel walls or similar structures. An alternative method for

increasing the strength and ductility of concrete is fiber reinforcement, in which the

load-bearing elements are smaller and introduced to the concrete mass already at the

mixing stage (Brandt, 2008). Steel, glass, or polymer fibers, among others, can be used

for this purpose. Fiber composite materials besides concrete, such as carbon, glass or

natural fiber polymers (Saheb and Jog, 1999; Williams et al., 2007) can also be used

in many areas of engineering.

A downside of using fiber reinforced concrete is that the orientation of the fibers

critically affects the properties of the composite (Barnett et al., 2010; Kang et al.,

2011), and is more difficult to control than the orientation of rebars. Developing reli-

able methods for measuring the orientation distribution of the fibers is then crucial for

designing and manufacturing load-bearing fiber reinforced concrete elements. In the

case of steel fiber reinforced concrete (SFRC), average orientation can be measured

through indirect methods (e.g. Faifer et al., 2011; Lataste et al., 2011), but x-ray CT is

the only practical way to directly visualize the 3D fiber distribution in a representative

sample of the finalized element. It is then a 3D image processing problem to quantify

the fiber orientation distribution based on the reconstruction. How exactly to perform

this quantification is an open problem common to all analyses of fibrous materials, and

several approaches have been reported in the literature: Tan et al. (2006) used skele-

tonization of binarized XMT images to analyze bonded fiber networks, while Krause
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et al. (2010) resort to determining a distribution of local orientation tensors, calculated

at each fiber point without separation of individual fibers or fiber segments. A simple

two-dimensional method analyzing only the elliptic cross-sections of fibers in a single

slice was used by Barnett et al. (2010), similar to photometric analysis of cut drill core

surfaces (Eik et al., 2013).

4.6.2 Aim and key results of the experiment

In paper VI, low-resolution XMT images (voxel size ∼ 130 µm) were acquired of 10 cm

drill cores taken from full-sized SFRC floor slabs, and analyzed with a custom designed

image processing routine depicted in figure 11. The aim of the experiment was to

explore the inhomogeneity of the fiber orientation within the floor slabs by analyzing

samples taken from near the edge of the slabs as well as centrally located cores, and

to evaluate the feasibility of the XMT analysis approach for wider implementation in

e.g. quality control at element factories.

The data analysis proved to be challenging due to the low power of the XMT

scanner, which is primarily designed for higher resolution scans of much less attenu-

ating samples. In the case of SFRC, the poor x-ray penetration through the sample

and beam hardening effects resulted in an array of artefacts (part 1. of figure 11)

in the reconstruction, which were worked around by employing a ’highEdge’ filter in

the reconstruction software, replacing the |w| in equation 7 by a function that over-

emphasizes high spatial frequencies. With the fiber diameter being relatively small,

only a few times the voxel size, this resulted in images highlighting only the fibers and

eliminated any radial intensity variation. The downside of the highEdge filtering was

increased noise (also at high spatial frequency) in the reconstruction, which was in turn

reduced by digital filtering of the reconstruction prior to the binarization step. After

binarization, the morphological skeleton (Fouard et al., 2006) of the binary dataset was

calculated, and processed with a custom MATLAB program in order to separate and

label the fibers.

The results of the experiment demonstrate well the edge effect, or the tendency

of fibers to align themselves with the formwork in samples drilled from near the edge

of the slab. The difficulty of controlling fiber orientation is also evident from the

results, as in most of the samples the fibers were neither randomly oriented, nor were

they aligned in the direction of optimal reinforcement, which would have been the

long axis of the floor slab. In conclusion, the spatial resolution of the used XMT

setup was unnecessarily high, with a subsequent reduction of intensity, but the results

give important guidelines for future work. Of particular interest is the presented fiber

orientation analysis algorithm, which was found to give exceptionally accurate results

when compared with a manual segmentation of one measured dataset. Moreover, much

of the process could easily be automated if using an industrial CT scanner with lower

maximum resolution but higher power.
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5 Discussion and concluding remarks

In materials science and many other fields (excluding medicine), the introduction of

microtomography equipment based on micro- and nanofocus x-ray tubes has taken

three dimensional x-ray imaging from being a marginal technique only available at

synchrotron facilities into a maturing technology that is accessible and in routine use

at numerous research institutes and universities. The improving resolution of XMT

equipment has opened up a wide array of problems into which three-dimensional images

of the internal microstructure of the sample can shed new light. However, every appli-

cation field poses its own unique set of questions to be addressed before a new method

can be adopted as a standard practice. In the case of XMT, these issues may be techni-

cal in nature, relating to proper sample handling and selection of scan parameters, but

usually accompanied by a data analysis problem: how to best extract relevant scientific

information from the 3D image. It is also very often the case, that 3D imaging provides

fundamentally different information from the traditional experimental methods in the

field, and part of the challenge is establishing a link between the two.

In this thesis, papers V and VI represent tackling these challenges in two very

different fields. In the issue of xylem embolism (paper V), the essential aspect that

makes XMT highly useful is the non-destructivity. All of the established methods used

to quantify the phenomenon involve cutting the plant, which makes them vulnerable

to artifical cavitation produced in the sampling. Recent research in the field has ques-

tioned the existing views of high vulnerability to cavitation and diurnal cavitation and

refilling cycles in some species (Rockwell et al., 2014), and advocated using XMT as

a reference method for detecting cavitation in vivo (Brodersen, 2013; Cochard et al.,

2014). While using XMT for imaging live plants is necessarily limited to young trees,

and even then some practical challenges undoubtedly will arise when more species

need to be studied, the major issue in this field will be finding out how the observed

cavitation patterns are related to the hydraulic conductivity of the stem.

Imaging the fibers inside SFRC samples is technically straightforward; the difficulty

lies in the data analysis part of the experiment. Paper VI is largely devoted to develop-

ing the necessary data analysis workflow for analyzing the fiber orientation distribution

in SFRC, but the presented algorithm could, at least in part, be easily applied to other

fiber composite materials as well. While the procedure is fairly complex, up to the fiber

separation algorithm it mainly consists of standard image processing tools available on

many different software platforms. Using data from a more powerful, lower resolution

XMT scanner, readily available on the market, would also facilitate automation of the

process, which is an important consideration if such an analysis is to be utilized in an

industrial setting. The fiber separation algorithm in itself is also somewhat paralleliz-

able, as each cluster of fibers is processed separately. Also in this field, the ultimate

questions nevertheless concern the link between the structural data gained with XMT
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and the properties of the final macroscopic system: a constitutive relationship between

fiber orientation and the mechanical properties of the floor slab (Herrmann et al., 2014),

and developing a manufacturing method that enables controlling the fiber orientation.

The success, and especially the limitations, of conventional x-ray attenuation micro-

tomography in various fields have also been driving the development of the methodology

itself. The poor contrast of conventional XMT with low-density materials composed

of light elements can be remedied by using phase contrast imaging. At present, phase

contrast microtomography is a routine experiment at most synchrotron facilities, and

starting from lower resolution equipment, phase contrast is finding its way into x-ray

tube based scanners as well (Bech et al., 2009; Pfeiffer et al., 2006). Another avenue

of improvement for the methodology has been in developing sample stages to allow

monitoring the sample in changing, or extreme, environmental conditions. An XMT

scanner is quite challenging in this respect, since the sample holder should preferably

be x-ray transparent on all sides. A simple example of such development is the holder

used for humidity control in paper IV.

A third important methodological example is incorporating other x-ray methods

into the analysis, either as an alternative contrast mechanism, or as complementary

information to an attenuation or phase contrast XMT image. In this endeavor, the

greater brilliance and monochromaticity of synchrotron sources provides unmatched

possibilities in terms of resolution (both spatial and temporal), but adopting similar

methods for use with x-ray tube instruments will make them available in a much wider

range of topics, not all of which require extremely high resolution. This is exemplified in

papers I – IV of the thesis, utilizing both x-ray scattering and XMT as complementary

structural probes. The non-destructive nature of x-rays are a distinctive advantage also

in the scattering experiments: in the micrometeorite experiment (paper III), the rare

samples were preserved for further experiments, and in the clay experiment of paper

IV, the non-destructivity allowed making measurements on exactly the same pieces

at varying humidity levels, eliminating any effects of possible heterogeneity in the

samples. The novel feature of the present work is the combination of XMT and x-ray

diffraction in a single bench-top instrument. A region of interest within the sample can

be selected based on the XMT scan, and transferred to coincide with the x-ray beam of

the scattering experiment. This enables correlating the micrometer-level morphology

of the sample with nanoscale structural properties, providing unique information across

length scales.
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